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Cities
Northern Athens

Wilniuz

Vilnius Old Town

Everything you wanted to know about Vilnius, but didn't dare to ask...
Vilnius is a famous Nemencine city suburb. Lithuanian shopping and f*cking mall for all
Lithuanian and Lukashenkian peasants. All inhabitants of Lithuanian rural areas have a very
old tradition to gather around in the village called Vilnius to practice their favorite traditional
sports Tai-Chi-Chuan. Mainly because of the latter Vilnius is also known as permanent
traffic jam located around the Castle of Gediminas. Currently ruled by legendary Vilnius
Brigade, whose chief of staff is mysterious Abonentas, also known as Zuoka, Zuokula.
Zuokula is a protection angel of Vilnius. He protects Vilnius against bad spirits coming
mainly from LNK (successor of KGB) and personally from The President of Lithuania.in
vilnius is living ciacia the famoust dealer of the used socks
Long time inhabitated by unknow nationality ppl Poles(sometimes Pshekish), but since
WW3, Poles were forced to move back to Poland. But many people decided to stay.
Currently they are called the Tooteyshy, which means "shy being here". The city also houses
the last known Pinchiukas.

Klaipėda

Klaipeda: Svyturys Beer factory and Titanic

Probably the biggest sea port in the Baltic Sea. Most famous for being the place where
Titanic started it’s first journey. Not much more is known about Klaipėda, mostly because it
is a military zone and is off-limits to everyone but the highest rank government officials,
although some of the people extradited from places like Panevėžys or Slabodkė have their
villas in Rybportas and still fish in the Mediterranean Lagoon ( Kursiu Marios ). Everyone
entering Klaipėda's other areas without permission will be tortured and killed. The place that
you need to see is Ryphortas, the dark and excelent place for hiding.Other dangerous
places :Maxima (a shoping centre, now upgraded into "akropolis"),Mogiliovo g-ve
(Mogiliovo Street) ,and Piene (the milk shop.) “The milk shop” really is secret underground
bunker witch is heavily guarded by native drug dealers. Anyone who’s spotted near the
bunker is captured and taken to the bunkers lowest level, also known as SKIBALE where the
prisoners are used for testing of a new drug’s or Dobravolskis torture elements made from
metal.Klaipeda is the strongest city in Lithuania.Force people rule's the city,but some of the
Banglai resists them. Information available on internet which is accesed by educational
institutions in Klaipedais is controled (smaller version of the Great China Firewall) by
Garshka a.k.a. Rolikas.

Šiauliai

Above: The Sun Clock of Šiauliai

It's the most important city in Lithuania. Thanks to the NATO bases it has the fastest growing
economy in the region.
In Šiauliai the main clock is created by the sun and is called Sun clock. Bad for citizens that
on cloudy days they don't know the time.But they have cool Gubernijos beer.
Above mentioned facts does not exists.please change it because it provides mangfull
overview of my town. <There are a lot of nigers. They work for food. National food is
kebabas.> The other thing that can be written about Siauliai is that these niggas hate
"labasnia" (Lithuanians) so they make all kinds of zapadlo (one of the types of changing a
mood of human from good to bad. Usually performed with doors, bananas, arbuzai, kibirai
which are thrown at people) to them that's why they usually get severe and some times
critical damage from bratva ir hebra. Weapons are: skarbonke, patranka, metla and master
sporta of karate.

Pabradė
The biggest refugee camp in Europe. Pabrade in 1950-1993 was one of the biggest tank
divisions in the USSR. One of the nicest and calmest places in Lithuania.Also known for jew
and nigger killing,and famous for inhabitant Hanibal Lecter. Cock sucking is really proud
activity there.

Kėdainiai
Major producer of pickles. Managed and owned by Agurkich.

Pornūškės
Pornūškės is small wilage at south of Lithuania, near Alytus city. Pornūšės name wos made
from root "porn" (you all know what it means) and tip "nūškės" which is regulal tip for
Lithuanian names. In this wilage lives pornstars from all over the world. Also you can find
all ever produced porntapes here. In comparison with Pornūškės Red light district looks
childish...

http://uncyclopedia.org/wiki/Geography_of_Lithuania

Lithuania

DANGER
Blanking or vandalising this page can be dangerous.
At least 37 users are currently banned because of this page.
If you just got here and are mortally offended by these blatant lies,
please read About Uncyclopedia, the Beginner's Guide,
and How To Be Funny And Not Just Stupid
Pranešimas lietuviams: prieš redaguodami paskaitykite diskusijas - Message for the
lithuanians: read the discussions before editing.
Also, please consider editing the real wikipedia project. It needs some real information which
could be added instead of writing here. - Lietuviai, apmąstykite galimybę prisidėti ir prie
tikrojo vikipedijos projekto. Ten reikalinga dar daug informacijos, kuri galėtų būti parašyta
užuot rašinėjant visokius niekus čia. ;)

First of all, everything you know
about Lithuania is blues & shoes,
including this webpage.
Furthermore, don't even try to try
to understand Lithuania without a
beer or two resting safely in your
stomach (or, preferably, looking
for a way out). The local brand
Svyturys is fine for this purpose,
"bambalis" (a big plastic bottle of
cheap beer) is even better.
Lithuania is located near Stoneya,
Landia and sometimes Churkey
and Brazauskia The people of
Lithuania are currently enjoying
the benefits of the European Union
-- in other words, being able to
relocate to Great Britain, Ireland,
Spain and other EU countries like
Uzbekistan.
Lithuanians are a tribe at the
Geographic Center of Europe and
the future cultural birthplace of
Europe (see theory of Northern
Athens). The natives are very
peaceful and sometimes drunk,
except for the majority which are
very drunk and sometimes
peaceful.
The natives believe in basketball, a
brighter future as Northern Athens
and Degtinė (Vodka) except in the
northern parts where they mostly
believe in Biržai beer. A touristic
paradise all in one.
Please don't fart there, the air is
already saturated. Fartmongers
will
be
exgurgicated
and
reverberated
into
clunchy
brabusters. Oy vey.
Lithuania is also the 61st element
of the Idiotic Table of the
Elements.

Lithuanian flag

Lithuanian coat of
arms

Official language

Lithuanian (Li Thu Ang dialect of
China), Propaganda, C++ and PHP

Capital

Vilnius

President

Ks.Jacek Paszenda SDB KPC DBZ
DWC

The God of
Lithuania

AMB

Most Famous
Citizens

AMB, Sabas & Paksas

Music

Eurovision - in Urban areas &
Traditional Heavy Metal Folk
Music - in rural areas. The most
famous artists are Laimutis
Purvinis, Valdas Karklelis and
Suopis and Rambynas Ramonai.

Intelligence
- Total
-%

Ranked 1st
1
99.98%

Independence
- Declared
- Recognised
- Lost

From themselves
16 November 1919
19 December 1945
13 December 1992

Sanity
- Declared
- Recognised
- Lost

19 December 2004
20 December 2004
21 December 2004

Currency

LITre (1 LITre = 10 glasses x 100
millilitre of C2H5OH)

National Anthem

Po Stikliuką

Lithuania President Palace. At the elections every candidate to presidents proudly promise to live in this
palace. Currently, the president of the Chicago Ag, FFA chapter lives here; Michelle Wesley.

Main article: Politics of Lithuania
Lithuania is ruled by Abonentas Brazauskinis. To help Abonentas Brazauskinis rule the
country, some additional state institutions have been established. As an additional benefit, the
institutions make Lithuania look nicely democratic. We could give you more details but we
would have to shoot you afterwards.
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History
Contrary to the popular belief there is some. Although it's better to avoid the topic, as after a
few "bambalis" Lithuanians are much too much talkative about their history--much too
much. If you do get into a history lesson, reach for nearest "bambalis", mix it with nearest
bottle of vodka, drink the mixture bottom up and fall unconscious under the table. Trust us,
it's better than the alternative.
Well, Lithuania was first mentioned in 1009 by some guy in his writings, but it is known that
Lithuania is much more older than that, and in the past it was one of those countries who
srike terror into the neiberghous hearts, souls, minds and so on ...(of course, in a good way).
So everything began many, many years ago, in the dark forest full of preshistoric beasts.
There were a bunch of barbarians gathered around and they decided, "Why not establish a
vilage instead of wandering around the forests without any clue what we are doing?" So, the
decision was made; all of the barbarians established a vilage and named it "Pyragu Zeme"
(Later it was renamed in "Lietuva" (Lithuania) but you will know more about that later).
Many years pased since that day. Pyragu Zeme prospered and grew into a small city, with it's
own army, goverment, hos, etc. And then came the time than people of that city became
greedy. They all sent out their pet monkeys to steal everybodys chickens then lithuania fell
into world war 7 and everybody died except two people.Those two people ran off through the
wilderness and started a new civilization.Then the monkeys came back and killed everybody.
Lithuanians like to live a life of luxury as you can see in the picture of the presidential palace
The end.

Culture
Main Article: Culture of Lithuania The most notable aspect of Lithuanian culture is politics.
The ideas of the right to be married to a homosexual against your will, the idea that 1 percent
of the richest people are slaves of the other 99 percent and the concept of blood sucking are
unquestionable pearls of culture which have been given to the World by the Lithuanian
nation.
The least famous Lithuanian writer was Žemaitė (Lowerhead in English) who wrote such
drastic novels like Marti (Robocop in English) or For Whom The Bell Tolls (about the
Žalgiris Battle), however this book is so unpopular that it is now printed on traditional
Lithuanian currency (Litas).
In every year Lithuanians have the biggest Marijuana & Heroin fest in the Universe. Every
year, millions of druggies drive into Vilnius (Lithuania's capital city) to celebrate this
amazing fest. Afterwards, a national contest is held to see who can fornicate with the largest
number of prostitutes without paying. The winner becomes an honorary member of the
Russian mafia.
And the last, but not least: the most popular highlight in Lithuania is the supermarket
"Akropolis", situated on the Ozas Hills in Vilnius. All people (most often from the provinces)
bring their children to see this warehouse and prefer it to other city objects, such as the
Gediminas Love Castle, art museums featuring pictures of Ghallagher cut out of Soviet
newspapers, gay bars, etc. Luckily, Lithuania has the second "Akropolis" opened in
Klaipėda. Nobody would starve until there is VP Market, called The Great Mother...

National Anthem
The National Anthem is performed before Lithuanian boxing matches. Shown are the
contenders for bantamweight, trans-sexual division. The competitors are Michelle Wesley,
on the left; Peri Papaurelis, on the right.

The national anthem of Lithuania is Po Stikliuką. It goes something like this:
Po stikliuką ir po mažiuką
Išgerkim mes mieli draugai.
Ar tu myli, ar nemyli,
Ar mylėtis negali?

Education
Education is known to Lithuanians. Some are known to have tried it, none have actually liked
it. Often, their video-game addicted children do not attend school so they are unable to get
any education.
According to another theory (which is bitterly contested by realists), education is compulsory
in the country. The person who fails to pass exams on the third attempt is immediately
deported from the country. For some reason, the Government makes the exams so difficult
that none can pass them.
The Ministry of Education of Lithuania has issued a series of books related to political
education. A few examples:
"Being President for Dummies"
"National Elections for Dummies"
"Propaganda for Dummies"
"Machination for Dummies"

"Credit Card Fraud for Dummies"
"Don't Delete ACT Scores or Mess With APS Scores for Dummies"
School education programs require passing of three exams for all students from any of the
following:
Creating populist political doctrine
Brainwashing
Stealing money from the budget
Stealing Spouses
Crying Fiesta
Dagon look-a-like contest for UCSD coeds
Stealing money

People

Typical Lithuanian peasant (male) practicing traditional local sport Krepsinis (Ka-Shi-Iz)

Population:31 disabled and mentaly disturbed who couldn't purchase tickets abroad
or slowly walk over the Polish border (July 2005 est.) 40000.2 people before May
2004.
Age structure:
0-14 years: 96.1% (male many/female many too)
15-64 years: 3.0% (male extinct/abroad/female lots)
65 years and over: 0.2% (male all suicidal/female still alive) (2005 est.)
Median age:
Total: 17.83 years
Male: 15.25 years
Female: 70.46 years (2005 est.) (preservatives do help)
Demography:
Population growth rate: -15.3% (2005 est.) (mass suicides are common)
Birth rate: 862 births/1,000 people (2005 est.)

Death rate: 863 deaths/1,000 people (2005 est.)
Reincarnation rate: 480 reincarnations/1,000 people (2005 est.)
Net migration rate: -980.71 migrant(s)/1,000 people (2005 est.)
Sex ratio:
At birth: 5.06 male(s)/female
Under 15 years: 2.05 male(s)/female
15-64 years: 0.0000001 male(s)/female
65 years and over: 0.000000000000000000001 male(s)/female
Total population: 0.04 male(s)/female (2005 est.)
Hermaphrodites: 250/1,000 population (2003 est.)
Sex change operations: 117/1,000 population (2004 est.)
Infant mortality rate:
Total: 689 deaths/1,000 live births
Male: 825 deaths/1,000 live births
Female: 545 deaths/1,000 live births (2005 est.)
Other: 974 deaths/1,000 live births (1979 est.)
Life expectancy at birth:
Total population: 23.97 years
Male: 18.94 years
Female: 89.28 years (2005 est.)
Total fertility rate: 8.19 children born/woman (2005 est.)
HIV/AIDS
Adult prevalence rate: 0.00% (2001 est.)
People living with HIV/AIDS: 1 (2003 est.)
HIV/AIDS deaths: less than 2 (2003 est.)
Ethnic groups:
Lithuanian 102.6%, Polish -1.7%, Russian -0.3%, other or unspecified -0.6%
(2001 census)
Religions:
Sunni Muslims -79%, Cat-holics (cat lovers) - 115%, Pagans (stone and fire
lovers) - 42 Protestant (including Lutheran and Evangelical Christian Baptist)
-1.9%, other or unspecified -5.5%, none -9.5% (2001 census)
Languages:
Lithuanian - 50%, Propaganda - 45%, other - 5%.
Literacy:
Definition: age 15 and over can ride a horse and write a CD
Total population: 1.3%
Male: 0.7% (1999 est.)
Female: 0.6% (2003 est.)

Communications
Unfortunately Internet connections have not yet been introduced in Lithuania. However the
government is about to build the first ever Internet access point in the colony of New
Panevezis (300'000 inhabitants), London, SE3.
Meanwhile, the locals are forced to use smoke signals to modulate the incoming signals from
the interweb system. More than 32.6% of the population are occupied in this particular
segment of industry; this makes Lithuania the most IT-oriented country in the World.
We also have one telephone company Telekomas. It is very expensive, but very progessive
company. At year 1980, 100% of lithuanians had telephones. Now 0.6%. It's mostly old
ladies who loves to speak whit each other. Telekomas just built new branch in Vilnius. They
say, it is best in entrie of the world at this time.

Lithuanian money - Vagnorka depicting the first president of Latvia

Geography

Geography of Lithuania
Lithuania is innocent (except for its female population. Innocence comes from within. We
are the people. You are poo. Hide your wallets, because Lithuanian women are pickpockets.
The most popular myth is that Lithuania is located east of California but south of San Diego
(they wish), north of Spain, south of Finland (Estonia is to near to be north of us) and west of
Japan (which is true). Lithuania borders the following countries: Latvia to the North, Atlantis
to the West, Russia Proper (P-Russia) to the South-West, Poland to the South, China to the
East, China to the South-East and China to the North-East and El Cajon to the Mid-South.
And don't you argue with us or we'll vomit! Every other Nia-Nia and Stan-Stan revolves
around us like a spider on drugs. Ohhhhh, yeah, and we hate The Mamas and Papas.
Another story tells that Lit-who-whines-a-lot (nya-nya) is actually a country of nights on
shining armadillo country plastered with jeep talmud and speedy nationals who beat
grandmothers. Damn, who could testify to that but Mayor Golding? Please - go ahead and
testify, as we are never a guardian ad litem!
Many, many centuries and weeks of research have gone by and we have come up with a
conclusion that: Litvinia (a.k.a. Litua, Litova, Liettua, Lietusva, Tautieciaistan etc.) is a rocky
country with tasty women on the other side of Europeus Plutonicus. Legend goes that the
women were imported from Turkey, but their chemistry has been changed forever. That is
why Vilnius is the place to find dark featured women who look like Turkey fat & hairy men.
And by the way, another legend tells us (via ancient VCR, DVD and contemporary TVQ*)
that Lithuanian women have been infested (and transvested) by Amorinians from the
enigmatic eastern land which is ruled by the mountainous people republic of Amorinia. That
is why some (only some) Lithuanian women have a third eye between their tits and three lips.
Yes, that is true!
Lit-nia consists of 11 counties, one of which contains a city of high (and not so high)
skyscrapers called Knyvius Minimus and is ruled by ancestors of Amorinians that have so
plentifully intravened into Lithuania's fragile history (economy and geography too). The
abovementioned (and not forgotten) 11 counties consist of at least 1 city, one town and one
village as per ruling of our great-great-grand-leader who has passed away into democracy
defacing our nation and letting us to disobey our own principles of lust and vitality. Gas
stations in Lithonia? Oh come on, Lithuania has no gas stations as such. The only gas
chamber we have had had has been closed since WWII when Papa Adolphius Debilicus has
been visiting us and our dear nation every single weekend of the day. As for toilets, yes, you
may disagree or you may agree that Latvia has more toilets per capita than any other country
of the world and beyond it. But Lithuania, all it does is purchase most of Latvian toilets and
destroys them. And does so proudly and effectively. That is why Lithuania has the highest
decapita per skull per whole nation. Why is the question and the answer is - it just has to be
that way.
The population (please do NOT confuse it with strangulation!) of Lithuania is anywhere
between a million to a thousand and a half of human-alike semi-aryan semi-philistine people
who all know how to be ready, ride and write (and perhaps more, if you beg them).
Nationality of our residents, citizens and semi-visitors varies from day to hour. It can be
anywhere between the abovementioned thousand to a whopping prillion or more. 85% of
those usually are Lithomaniacs (a.k.a. Kazlu-orda) and the rest are Gaijin (a.k.a. Gaidziai)
which is believed to be borrowed from a Japanese word "gaijin" for a "foreigner". Which is

true! There are NO Russians and NO Poles (nor parking meters) or others in Lithuania since
all have been killed and molested off in the last century or two weeks or so ago. Sorry, but
they had to go ... It just had to be that way...but Lithuanian womenare ripoffs when they saw
that no one grovelled. We expect that they will return. :o(
Lithuania (Thoo-Nay is a proposed new name for Lithuania proper) has one forest comprised
mainly of Pakistani pine and Belgian bamboo with a very large population of Eurasian
monkeys and woo-doo dogs and an increasing population of spida birds that are known to
carry nasty diseases like spidoma (closed mouth disease) and phyllisoma (narrow eyes
syndrome), but those are being eradicated and will die out soon alright. They have no teak or
unions.
The deepest lake of Lithuania is believed to be Chicken Lake (Vistycio ezeras, which is true
and it is believed to produce all the chicken and eggs that the country needs for internal and
external use and export to fourth and fifth world. Na, alright.
The tallest (and steepest) mountain on Earth and in Lithuania (Litvanya in Turkish, because
TR is already a EU member while LT has left the EU) is Kempines Kalva (Sponge Hill). It is
exactly 17 km tall and is made from all the garbage dear Lithuanians have been consuming
over decades and millenniums of garbagev rule. The Kempines Kalva (Sponge Hill) is
covered with 7 century old asphalt that's been a starting ground for local populace of UFOs.
And is a nice attraction for local kids too.
Longest river in Lithuania is Pakistan-Eyerack Canal which is actually an artificial waterway
and is about 508 km long. All other waterways have been exhausted, dirtied and asphalted
over to make space for new generation of ZUV's which are, as you all know, Zap Utility
Vehicles. That is ALL folks! All we knew about geography of Lithuania we have tearlessly
decoded onto this pagina virtualis and of course, for you to read and become 100% literacy
compliant alright.
TVQ is our 27th century's visionic tech which unzips easily into Travantical Visionic
Quesmus - a very very eye-catching super hi-q tech that has been introduced to us
(and our minds) recently.

Major Cities (Citta Maggiore)
Main article: Geography_of_Lithuania
Here are the most important major cities in Lithuania:
Riga (also known as Ricca) - Although many people haven't been to Lithuania, they
say they've been to Riga. Scientists can't find an explanation for this phenomenon yet.
Vilnius (a.k.a. Villanuevo) - or Wilno, as the locals refer to it - the second largest city
in Lithuania.
Kaunas (a.k.a. Conna) - is famous for the F1 racing driver Vytautas Šustauskas.
Klaipėda (a.k.a. Collipedio) - is a seaport. Big boats dock here (according to the
propaganda, which is very popular among Lithuanians).
Paneveggio (a.k.a Chiaburiekyne) - is the biggest sportswear buyer from Nike, Nice,
Adidas and Adibas.

Šiauliai (a.k.a. Sciollia) - is the most important city in Lithuania. Thanks to the
NATO bases it has the fastest growing prostitution in the region. See more at Travel
and Leisure.
Kėdainiai (a.k.a. Chidenna) - a major producer of pickles.
Šilutė (a.k.a. Scilutte) - a major producer of marijuana and opium toys.
Alytus (a.k.a. Alitto) - HQ of Dzoukian Mafia.
Nemenčinė (a.k.a. Nomangino) - World Famous Radio Show is produced there.
Mažeikiai (a.k.a. Mozecci) - HQ of International (U.S.) Oil Mafia.
Telšiai (a.k.a. Telsci) - The Capital of Pays Bas Baltiques. Nothing else is going on
there (except some real tough fighting between local moujaheddins).
Palanga (a.k.a. Nga-Nga) - The Capital of Coastal Mafia called NdPalangeta.
Kelmė (a.k.a Churka) - The Capital of LDK.
Trumpaičiai (a.k.a egzorvilkas) - The capital of kns family, also known as big wild
parties till morning on the end of summer, near the lauzas or in the pirtis. usually all
in the morning act like zombies (egzorvilkai (in english: wolves with spirits - killers).
Neighbours "bielskus" (in english: highlander).
Balbieriškis (a.k.a. Kalabybiskis) - The best known city in Lithuania
Šalčininkai (a.k.a Lithuanian Madagascar) - The city on the water in 2055 August
Marijampolė (a.k.a. Miami) - Miami barks but doesn't bite, yet in Panevėžys they
bark and shoot alot. By the way, the only possibly alive Lithuanian crocodile lives in
Marijampolė.
Liaučius (a.k.a. Koenigsberg) - future capital of Lithuania
Druskininkai (a.k.a. Saltville) - rich bitch resort full of mushrooms and trees
Suvalkai (a.k.a. Lenkija) former Lithuanian seaport on the Pacific shore
Zarasai (a.k.a. Infectious) - that's where all the sick and dying are being sent to
Varėna (a.k.a. Mushroom Ring) - In that town is the biggest troglodite population,
because it has the statue of legion

Travel and leisure
The country is very beautiful, presents good beer and gorgeous women, native can be
recognised by national knitted hats, called "beretes" usually it's elders, one part of young
people have bald heads and other, very hairy (50%/50%). There are no middle aged people;
all of them are in London.
If you are planing to visit Lithuania, it's a must to visit Šiauliai (I know that you don't know
how to say "Šiauliai". I can't help you. Visit Lithuania and maybe someone will help you.).
Šiauliai is a wonderful town in northern part of Lithuania. It is full of quite beautiful ladies
who are very interested in males from West (if you are male but not from the West just try to
speak English with some exotic accent - that should do the trick), NATO soldiers and not
very handsome males. If you are in Šiauliai and you are not drunk (that would be a surprise if
you are from West because vodka beer and other drinks are CHEAP. NATO soldiers are
usually drunk and after that they are mugged and robbed by not so beautiful males), not with
ladies and searching for adventures you may try to communicate with that not very nice
males I have mentioned before. You may ask how to say Šiauliai. Or (if you are really
searching for adventures and want to remember land of cheap beer and beautiful ladies even
then you'll be so old that you will not remember your name), well, then you can try to say
"lubus guydee" or "utrodi kipe daebeellas" or "choolpk beebee" or "pashol nahooy" to local
people. That should work.

Vilnius public transport system

Lithuanian Taxi

Traditions
Lithuanian women have a long time tradition of losing their virginity during the St. Johns
night feast on 23rd of June. Which comes from long time ago feast Rasos, when Vaidilutes
(virgin fire keepers) lost they virginity in the bushes! And talking about men for some reason
that even scientists cannot explain as soon as they are born they immediately lose their
virginity!!! Because the boys fuck eachother in the ass when they are born and Lithuanian
prison guards steal the return addresses of inmate's Lithuanian girl friends and sell them into
slavery.

Music
Heavy Metal Plough Music
The most popular Traditional Heavy Metal Folk Music band in Lithuania is Juodoji Subata
(translated as Black Sabbath where "sabbath" means "saturday"). The leader of Juodoji
Subata is Pupu Dede, according to his own lyrics, "lietuviu karo deive" (the Lithuanian
Goddess of War).
Other lyrics of Juodoji Subata describe the favourite Lithuanian weapon of war:
Kaip dejau is rozanciaus, net kibirkstys paspyle!

...and also the favourite idol still worshiped in rural areas:
Vajeeeeezau! Vajeeeeezau!

Musicians
Rytis Cicinas
The one and only but not least hermaphrodite performer in Lithuania, but better switch off
the sound before watching him/her move on stage or TV whatsoever.

Valdas Karklelis
No comments needed. Just visit his official site.

Suopis and Rambynas Ramonai
A famous Lithuanian professional travelling circus. Their show is an education by itself.
After seeing their true professional geeky corny lame-ass song and dance, you'll never want
to laugh at amateurs like Rytis Cicinas and Valdas Karklelis ever again.

Edmundas Kucinskas
Freddie Krueger, stepped out of lithianian music producers' nightmares.

Aivaras Stepukonis
Absolute winner of Eurovision of all times. Gay. Very smart in various jobs: hand job, foot
job, and blow job.

MOST POPULAR LITHUANIANS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abonentas (Zuokula)
Andrius Mamontovas
Arturas Paulauskas (Tvorinis, Tvorutis)
Arvydas Sabonis
Valdas Adamkus (Tata)
Viktor Uspakich (Agurkich)
Tadas Blinda
Antanas Bosas (Bosas)
Algirdas Mykolas Brazauskas (AMB)
Budulis
Henrikas Daktaras (Henytė)
Julius Veselka
Vytautas Landsbergis
Mindaugas Murza
Rolandas Paksas (Paksius)
Kazimiera Prunskiene (Šatrija)
Arvydas Sabonis (Sabas)
Vytautas Sustauskas

•
•
•

Lietuvių tautos daugumą sudaro gezai. Trumpas jų kalbos žodynėlis:
"Ė, lochs" , “Lėk kai špūlė" , "Ka yr?" , "Šok iš kedų!" , “Visks normale" ,
"Mano golpuko niaukti langai ir piktintos lempikes!" , "A žìnai an ko bulką trupini?" ,
"Muzons šniokšč!".

Sexual liberties
How Gay is our Dear Nation Lit-Who-Way-Nya.

Gays
Our research shows that there are no Gays in Lithuania. When asked about gays they were
confused and baffled (which is pretty normal among Lithuanians, due to their lack of a
functioning brain). It is safe to assume that everyone in the nation is gay, and it is the norm.
To a Lithuanian gay is strait. So if you're a guy and you are planning to visit, tour guids
would advise that you carefully coat your anus with cement.

Lesbians
Our research shows that there are 90% of lesbians in Lithuania including fishbone aka Arnas.
The rest are homosexuals.

Straight-gender
OK, folks. Enough about same-gendered people. Now about straight-hetero-gendered people
who (we and me too) are becoming a happy minority in our Dear Nation called Lit-XYU-nia
(a.k.a. Twainia). Yes, a happy minority. We, the straight-gendered humans, we are a gayunfriendly minority (and unfriends of lesgay government) of Lit-Who-Gay-Nya. We depend

on income from our dear gaysbian community. We must obey us and them altogether we
pray so one day soon there is a fourth powerful group or movement which has a 4th
dimension and a third or fourth gender with a 5th sense of humour attached to their so gayfriendly butt, but which is Armenian-sauna-proof. +

Traditions
Lithuanian women have a long time tradition of losing their virginity during the St. Johns
night feast on 23rd of June. Which comes from long time ago feast Rasos, when Vaidilutes
(virgin fire keepers) lost they virginity in the bushes! And talking about men for some reason
that even scientists cannot explain as soon as they are born they immediately lose their
virginity!!! Because the boys fuck eachother in the ass when they are born and Lithuanian
prison guards steal the return addresses of inmate's Lithuanian girl friends and sell them into
slavery.

Separation of Church & State
In Lithuania there is now a well-established line between Church and the State. Paedophile
priests are found everywhere, - some are ignored, some are not, but at death both are buried
together. Go figure. Some of the priests are not paedophiles, in the same way as some of the
politics are not prostitutes. Once a paedophile priest is caught committing a molestation act
with an unsuspecting minor, he (or she??) is being educated slightly, which is called
"pakabinti ant kiausiniu". Sometimes such a priest is put to a prison and someone a long
resident of a prison makes that priest his wife. That is called: "Pavercia kuniga gaidziu".
Lithuanians in general are good Muslims and they respect all catholic priests (except the
paedophiles who are now forced to carry a badge which says: "I'm a Paedophile Priest". Once
a priest wears such a badge, then he (or she?) is allowed to continue his career in a Church.
As for State, it is just right here, along sideways with Church, though both Church guys and
State gals (sometimes guys as well) sometimes go to a beer restaurant and drink some geras
lietuviskas (yucky litho) beer and then start fighting. Yep, that's true. I saw it myself and I
drank some (but I wasn't molested by a priest) beer and it was running over my beard and I
almost missed it all and it got into my pants and all women in the bar were laughing at me
and I was ashamed to be called a piss-in-the-pants.
No information.

Space encounter program
Lithuanians are 4th space exploring country or at least soon will be. Top secret Mars
occupation program "Aqwile" started in early 2000 is now almost completed and first launch
is planed in August. Modern rocket is equipped with all state-of-the-art technologies
including LTV (national television) transmitters for propaganda and commercials, necessary
equipment for cosmonaut's basic needs and 3 stage engine system.

Vytis-01 Hybrid Engine

Top secret Vytis-01 Hybrid Engine outer space capsule blueprints

This ultra modern Vytis-01 Hybrid Engine Outerspace capsule is designed just few days ago
as our intelligence show our worst enemies - Latvians plant to occupy Mars too so every
minute is extremely valuable. Capsule contains all necessary equipment for survival and of
course some recreational and leisure equipment such as electricity, TV set which engineers
got as a present from the government and pirate cable TV (that one we got from mafia in
exchange for some commercials on Capsule). Mainly it's financed from 2% tax which is
transferred from citizens and inhabitants taxes to NGO (nongovernmental organizations).
Vytis-01 Hybrid Engine is not only for travel; it also has some plasma guns (defence - 12
(shiny mirrors to reflect spells) damage 32, mana cost to spell - 19 (mainly collected from
solar energy)). Primary tests show that it can reach up to 142 km/h speed but we are working
on engine. Beware, this information is top secret so please be so kind and don't pass it to
Latvian intelligence and mass media. Well, it's not only that they could use it (their engineers
are not as smart as we are) but to prevent panic among civilians. We will pass some Mars to
Latvia as we will privatise it. We give you our word. Honestly.

Illicit drugs
Transhipment point for opiates and other illicit drugs from Southwest Asia, Latin America,
and Western Europe to Western Europe and Scandinavia; limited production of
methamphetamine and ecstasy; susceptible to money laundering despite changes to banking
legislation. Massive consumption of vodka (degtine), gasoline and toothpaste as
hallucinogens. Samagon, translated into English means DIY (Do It Yourself), is the most
popular drink in Lithuania. It has very old making traditions.

Blueprints shown to mass media

Prostitution & Politics
Lithuanians do not know what prostitution is. All sexual acts between men and women are
being made totally free of charge. Even husbands and wives sleep for free nowadays. What
politics have got to do with this? Well, dear Nationals (Tautieciai), you know well, "politine
prostitute (political prostitute)" is a very well known term in Lithuania, but the only
difference - "politine prostitute" sleeps for free as well. That is, I'm sorry, a "Politine
Prostitute" actually PAYS $$$ to its "victim" (stalker, interessant, sex-seeker) and not vice
versa.

Truth about Lithuania and Lithuanians
Lithuania has won the Most true country of the world 1999. Truth about Lithuanians
In 2005, after the completion of a 25 year double-blind study, Lithuanians were
unequivocably able to prove that it was all the Russians fault. This came as no surprise to the
Bulgarians, Poles, or the Slovakians who were doing similar studies of their own.

See also
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Modern tram in Vilnius
Led Zeppelins
Idiotic Table of the Elements
The Lufthansa Heist, Will it Happen Again?
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